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The Association of Commercial
Television in Europe (ACT) is a
trade body for the commercial
broadcasting sector in Europe.
Formed in 1989, the ACT has 27
member companies active in 37
European countries, operating
and distributing several
thousand free-to-air and pay-tv
channels and new media
services.

CME Group: “This is no time to rest”, an
interview with Pro Plus CEO Pavel Vrabec

 

Pro Plus CEO Pavel Vrabec tells Yako Molhov that the company has
no time to rest following the recent exit from the FTA market and is
actively developing new formats and investing more in flagship nets
POP TV and Kanal A, as well as strengthening its cable channels,
digital platforms and SVOD service Voyo.

Read more

MTG Studios’ new series ‘Veni Vidi Vici’ gets
global distribution

‘Veni Vidi Vici’ will be distributed globally by DRG, one of the leading
independent distributors of content in the world. The 10-part drama
series, which will premiere exclusively on MTG’s Nordic video
streaming service Viaplay on 13 April 2017, was part of the official
selection at the MIPDrama Screenings.

Read more

RTL Group: Pedalling for a good cause

On 31 March 2017, 400 of RTL Group’s employees took part in the
13th Télévie Challenge, the last edition of the annual fund-raising
event to take place at the company's old buildings. The Group raised
money for scientific research into cancer, particularly leukaemia since
2005.

Read more
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Sky acquires leading digital content producer
Diagonal View

Sky announces the acquisition of Diagonal View, a leading producer
of social content, known for its popular online channels, including
Alltime10s and The Football Daily, as well as creating innovative
campaigns for some of the world’s leading brands.

Read more
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